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our  
inspiration
People need to feel the ground under their feet and strengthen 

their feeling of belonging. However, in a gentle contradiction, 

people also want to spread their wings and explore what the 

world has to offer - and, in addition, what they have to offer to 

the world.

Through the jewels we maintain a union to the roots, to the 

feelings, as well as a new piece allows to transmit a strong 

identity to win wings and to dream!
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LARGEST JEWELLERY EVENT

+ 150 EXHIBITIONS

+ 10 MIL VISITORS

+ 250 FOREIGN VISITORS

+ 200 PRESS MENTIONS

+ 40 COMMUNICATION PROFESSIONALS
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//  JEWELLERY BRANDS

 35%

// BRAND IMPORTERS

 20%

// JEWELLERY MANUFACTURERS

 10%

// SOFTWARE, MACHINES, OTHERS

 15%

// AUTHOR DESIGNER

 20%

exhibitor’s profile
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//  GOLD JEWELLERY

 80%

// GOLD JEWELLERY AND WATCHMAKING SECTOR 

 PROFESSIONALS

 10%

// STUDENTS AND DECORATORS 

 10%

buyer profile
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assets
//  EXPERIENCE   // PROFESSIONALISM   // RECOGNITION

//  Deep loyalty;

// 30 years to promote the sector;

// High visitation;

// Strong reputation;

// Leading trade sgow - largest fair in 

 the sector;

// Support and collaboration from the 

 industry associations;

//  Stage of varied activities;

// Stage of excellent relation Fair - 

 Company, Fair - Institutions and  

 Fair - Media; 

// High Relational Index;

// Presence of public figures/VIPS.
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stands

//  PREMIUM     // LIFESTYLE     // STUDIO

Space + wall;

4x3 meters; 

2,5 meter high; 

2 windows with light.

1900€ + IVA 820€ + IVA 290€ + IVA

Space + wall;

2x3 meters; 

1,8 meter high; 

counter + shelf.

Space; 

1 display case 

1 chair.
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initiatives 2019
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jewel’s labs

CONCEPT STORES _ THE CONCEPT OF THE FUTURE

Creation of boxes where, in an innovative manner, several guest 

brands present inspirations regarding the ways jewels can be 

exhibited. 

A more innovative image that will serve as a motto to the 

transformation of jewellery stores.

OURIVESARIAS IN A BOX
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trendspot

ROOTS & WINGS

People need to feel the ground under their feet and strengthen 

their feeling of belonging. However, in a gentle contradiction, 

people also want to spread their wings and explore what the 

world has to offer - and, in addition, what they have to offer to 

the world.

TRAVELLING MINDS

Dualist travellers are hyper-diversified and shaped by a mixture 

of places, experiences and cultures; this consumer is rooted in a 

variety of races, ethnicities and origins from the four corners of 

the globe. Identities are less defined due to countless journeys 

and increased immigration.

PRESENTATION OF 4 CONSUMPTION TRENDS TO 

FOLLOW IN THE JEWELLERY SECTOR
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SOFT POWER - THE INTELLECTUAL REBEL

Reacting to global political turmoil, the Intellectual Rebel 

consumer searches for liberation, using applications, clothes 

and accessories which help avoiding the day-to-day stress. 

These consumers long for luxury and indulgent moments, to 

ensure that their anxiety regarding the future is reduced to a 

minimum.

SPIRITUALITY

Spirituality is the new luxury. Within the current culture of 

anxiety, consumers are in search of new belief systems which 

employ ancient wisdom to overcome personal challenges. A 

retro-modern approach to the digital era enables this consumer 

to visit the fascinating Oriental culture, full of mysteries and 

traditions. Religion assumes an all-new meaning and spirituality 

plays an increasingly central role.
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designers space

The space intended for designers will 

be set up at a central location at the 

fair, featuring a conceptual decor 

suited to products presented, thus 

enhancing the localization and layout 

of the space.
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arts & jewels
FUSION JEWELS & ARTS

This consists in bringing together four 

artists and four jewellery designers, 

presenting the creative proposals 

developed in pairs. 
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work with 
influencers
Influencers will be selected, who 

on account of their positioning and 

the class which they reach (A and 

B), will be the perfect ambassadors 

of the appeal of jewellery, and also 

some bloggers, journalists, stylists 

and fashion editors will be invited to 

experience the fair.
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30 years of 
jewellery in 
Portugal
To celebrate 30 years of Portojoia, there 

will be a presentation showcasing 

the last three decades from the 

perspective of a guest curator.
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a professional
event

//  Workshops

// Discussion foruns

// Seminars

// B2B meetings

// Collection launch event
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#portojoia2019


